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____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Firstly thank you Madam Chair, for following through on recommendations of the unprecedented 

September meeting last year of the Regional Strategy and Policy Committee (RSPC) where concerns 

expressed by the community about chemical use in public places were perhaps fully heard and 

appreciated for the first time.   

So as noted in the memo at agenda item 23 today, thank you for getting this political advisory group up 

and running so promptly.  We desperately need to see some progress on getting the weed management 

policy properly implemented, and this advisory group has I believe a vital and pivotal part to play.   I 

recognize this is an ‘information only’ item - but I would be very grateful if you and the committee 

would consider some suggested amendments that I believe are critically important.  

Firstly, I would ask that the group be reconvened as envisioned in the actual policy as a Governance 

Group - and I quote in full from the 2013 Policy – Action 4a: 

Form a governance group which will oversee the implementation and delivery of the 
Weed Management Policy.  
 
This group will comprise of representatives from the Governing Body, local boards, 
council, key staff, mana whenua and, potentially, relevant external parties to ensure 
robust decision-making which takes account of both community and technical 
considerations.  
 
Composition of the governance group and its exact functions will be determined by 
the Governing Body. The governance group will meet at least twice annually and will 
audit the performance of both the Weed Management Policy and all relevant 
operational programmes. 
 

This, as described, I would suggest, is not a political group - it is as it says - a Governance Group. There is 

I believe a difference, and not just of perception.   

That it became a ‘political’ group arose from decisions made by both staff who wanted to delegate this 

function to the RSP committee, and Councillor George Woods as chair of the RSP who instead decided 

he wanted a political advisory group similar to the one established for the Hunua Project.  I believe that 

given the serious workload this environment committee now faces that the establishment of a properly 

constituted Governance Group as described in the policy would be hugely advantageous.   

So my second request is that to make this work I would ask that the Governance Group is not an internal 

advisory group as currently, but is a forum style body with fully published agendas and minutes and – of 

vital importance – that is open to the public.   
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This would I believe remove considerable pressure from the Governing Body committees by giving 

access for the community at a lower decision making level to not only the information, reports and 

deliberations around the implementation of the Weed Policy and the operational programmes, but the 

ability to input into the process via submissions, public forum or deputation.   

I have taken note here of the fact that Action 4a of the Policy implementation notes that the 

Governance Group is there to “ensure robust decision-making which takes account of both community 

and technical considerations”. 

And it is indeed the community that needs to be considered here.   

Ever since the policy was adopted nearly four years ago, the community has been effectively shut out of 

the process. The in depth engagement and involvement of everyone from individuals to Local Boards 

and environmental and community organisations etc. which ensured it was our policy - Auckland’s Policy 

- is now considered of no relevance. 

But – as all councillors here can testify – the community is more than engaged and needs to participate, 

be listened to and be heard, and the Terms of Reference for this Governance Group could determine 

that this could happen in a proactive, positive and welcoming way.  And – noting that under action 4a 

the “composition of the governance group and its exact functions will be determined by the Governing 

Body” – this falls well within your remit to consider and action.   

Thirdly and finally I have some real concerns that I hope you can address under this same action above.  

Notably, that the composition of the group as advised in the memo is far too unbalanced and 

unrepresentative for the important work it is supposed to perform in this critical year.  Not one of the 

appointed councillors in the group was on the previous advisory group and Local Boards have been 

reduced from ten members to two.   

The need for continuity in this issue would say this is a really bad idea - especially as it will be a question 

of extensive catch up for new members on the history of what has happened, why it has happened and 

what is going to happen in the very near future, that will require members to understand complex 

technical issues as well as knowledge and understanding of community views.  

Please consider these amendments.  And thank you for slotting me in today. 

 

Hana Blackmore 
For the Weed Management Advisory 
 
 
See address at:  http://councillive.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/video/140217-environment-and-community-

committee-items-01-05-part-01 

Debate on the item see:  http://councillive.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/video/140217-environment-and-

community-committee-items-21-23-part-01   3.27 minutes in.  
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